
3a.	  Classify	  like	  a	  scientist!	  

	  

Ecosystem	   Turtle(s)/Tortoise(s)	   Explanation	  (Why?)	  

Desert	   	   	  

Pond	   	   	  

Swamp	   	   	  

Ocean	   	   	  

Grasslands	   	   	  

Island	   	   	  

	   	   	  

	  

	  



3a.	  Classify	  like	  a	  scientist!	  (ANSWER	  KEY)	  

	  

Ecosystem	   Turtle(s)/Tortoise(s)	   Explanation	  (Why?)	  
(Answers	  will	  vary)	  

Desert	   Californian	  tortoise	   Scaly,	  dry	  skin.	  Desert	  colors	  (shell).	  

Pond	   Painted	  turtle	   Webbed	  feet,	  flat	  shell	  

Swamp	   Diamondback	  terrapin	   Long,	  snake-‐like	  neck;	  webbed	  feet	  

Ocean	   Green	  turtle	   Flippers	  

Grasslands	   Ornate	  box	  turtle	   Similar	  color	  (shell)	  

Island	   Galapagos	  tortoise	   Large	  legs,	  good	  climbers	  	  

	  

	  

	  



	   	   3b.	   	   What’s	  the	  difference?	  

	  

	   	   	   Turtle	   	   	   	   	   	   Tortoise	  

	  

	  

	   	   	  
	   	   	   	  

	  

	  

	  



3b. ANSWER KEY: Venn-Diagram (from: http://www.diffen.com/difference/Tortoise_vs_Turtle) 
Similiarities: 
Both have: shells, similar colors/body structure 
Class: Reptilia Reptilia  
Kingdom: Animalia Animalia  
Family: Chelonians Chelonians  
Crown Group: Chelonia Chelonia 
 
Differences between turtles/tortoises: 
Differences in Habitat  
A Turtle lives in the water and a tortoise lives on land. Both turtle and tortoise lay eggs 
on the ground. The mother will dig a burrow and lay two to twelve eggs there but in the 
case of a Turtle, the hatchlings will stay inside the egg for 90 to 120 days while in a 
Tortoise, the hatchling will follow the mother to its own burrow. Turtle hatchlings 
incubate on their own and once the process is complete they dig their way to the surface 
but in the case of a Tortoise, the mother provides protection to the hatchling for about 80 
days after which they survive on their own.  
Differences in Physical Characteristics  
Turtles	  have	  flat	  shells	  and	  webbed	  feet	  with	  long	  claws.	  A	  tortoise	  has	  a	  dome	  
shaped	  shell	  with	  short	  and	  sturdy	  feet.	  It's	  legs	  are	  bent,	  instead	  of	  being	  straight	  
and	  directy	  under	  the	  body.	  A	  turtle	  has	  a	  flat	  streamlined	  shell	  with	  webbed	  feet	  
with	  long	  claws.	  In	  the	  case	  of	  a	  Turtle,	  the	  limbs	  are	  quite	  similar	  to	  that	  of	  a	  
Tortoise	  but	  its	  feet	  are	  webbed	  and	  have	  long	  claws	  which	  provide	  a	  good	  grip	  
upon	  floating	  logs	  and	  help	  clamber	  on	  to	  riverbanks.	  Some	  turtles	  might	  even	  have	  
flippers	  as	  is,	  in	  the	  case	  of	  the	  famous	  Pig-‐nose	  Turtles.	  	  

Tortoise	  vs	  Turtle	  shell	  	  
A	  tortoise	  shell	  is	  shaped	  like	  a	  dome.	  

The shells that cover the body of these reptiles are very important as it gives us a fair idea 
of how these reptiles live. As Turtles live in water, the shell of a turtle is flat and 
streamlined which aids in swimming and diving while that of a Tortoise, which lives on 
land, is rather large and dome shaped to provide protection from the predators. Also, the 
shell of a Tortoise is quite heavy as compared to that of a Turtle which is lighter to avoid 
sinking and help swim faster in the water.  
Differences in Diet  
Most land-based tortoises are herbivores while turtles can be both herbivores and 
carnivores. This is a video of a turtle eating a pigeon.  
Reproduction of Turtles vs Tortoises  
Turtles lay eggs, like other reptiles, which are slightly soft and leathery.Turtle hatchlings 
stay in their nest on their own for 90-120 days. Female tortoises dig burrows in which 
they lay from two to twelve eggs. Hatchlings take approximately 90-120 days to incubate 
within the ping-pong-ball sized eggs.  
Difference in Lifespan  
Tortoises generally have lifespans comparable with those of human beings, and some individuals are 
known to have lived longer than 150 years. The oldest tortoise life recorded was of an animal that lived for 
188 years. Common lifespan of a turtle is estimated at between 20-40 years.  


